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Examining the Effects of Full-Spectrum Lighting in a Restaurant

by Stephani K.A. Robson and Sheryl E. Kimes, Ph.D.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A simple test of full-spectrum light found that changing the lamps in a restaurant’s dining room had no noticeable effect on diners’ purchases or the length of time at table. The study was motivated by the common perception that full-spectrum light increases people’s sense of well-being, which should, in turn, result in behavioral changes. With the cooperation of a table-service restaurant that has two similar dining rooms, the study involved changing the lights in one of those dining rooms. With the lamps replaced, the researchers compared average checks and meal durations between the dining rooms, and also compared the main dining room sales when it had regular incandescent light with sales during the full-spectrum light test. None of the comparisons showed any difference between the regular lighting and the full-spectrum lighting with regard to customers’ purchases. Because the change to full-spectrum light in this study was intentionally subtle to conform to the operator’s needs, future research should involve a more controlled study that also manipulates and takes into account changes in the brightness of the light. However, the results of this study do not support claims that full-spectrum light affects diners’ activities.
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Lighting is a large contributor to diners’ overall restaurant experience. A common belief among restaurateurs is that subtle environmental effects such as music or lighting influence guests’ behavior, whether that means increased table turns or higher spending. Managers’ beliefs about how atmospheric elements affect diners are based to some extent on conjecture and anecdotal information. Moreover, any beliefs might be susceptible to manufacturers’ claims about the effectiveness of particular lighting or sound systems. One such claim is that full-spectrum lighting—light that appears similar to natural daylight—increases sales. For this report, we investigated whether full-spectrum lighting actually influences diners in a full-service restaurant, whether by encouraging them to spend more or by speeding up their meal. We first discuss lighting, and provide a brief overview of what is known about lighting’s effects on behavior. We then summarize the results of our research that tested full-spectrum lighting against regular incandescent lighting in an operating dining environment. We conclude by examining claims regarding full-spectrum lighting.

Lighting in Restaurants

Restaurant designers often put considerable emphasis on lighting to create warm, inviting, or even dramatic effects. While a simple take-out operation might use only the familiar and utilitarian ceiling-mounted fluorescent fixtures because of their low cost, full-service restaurants often apply some combination of hanging fixtures (pendants), recessed down lights, small spotlights on tracks or cables, and tabletop accent lights to create atmosphere in the dining room. The lighting budget can reach well into the tens of thousands of dollars for a high-end restaurant. A designer's lighting decisions are typically made according to the desired lighting effect, although a good designer will also take into account ongoing costs for energy and of replacing bulbs (called "lamps") over time.

Perceived brightness, color temperature, and light quality all combine in an effective lighting design, and any of these aspects might influence diners’ behavior. Perceived brightness is largely a function of lamp wattage, but that is modified with shielding by means of lenses or shades. Color temperature expresses the apparent color of the light, whether bluish, reddish, or yellow, for instance. Color temperatures that have been measured relative to a standard using the Kelvin scale are usually termed “corrected” color temperatures. Most lamps have a corrected color temperature rating listed on the packaging. As a comparison, everyday incandescent lamps have a corrected color temperature of around 2,500°K and appear warmer, or more yellow, than cool-appearing, fluorescent lights, which have a corrected color temperature of around 4,500°K and appear bluer to most people. A final light variable, light quality, which can be affected by the type of shade, light placement, and the type of lamp, relates to the way the light appears to a viewer. The intensity of an incandescent lamp filament stands in contrast to the more uniform, less intense fluorescent lamp. The attributes of fluorescent light, coupled with its longer lamp life and lower energy costs, make it a popular choice for back-of-house areas and some dining areas (particu-

Claims regarding the effects of full-spectrum light need to be investigated.

Most people prefer the warm, flattering light given off by incandescent lamps to that of fluorescents. Because incandescent lighting lends itself to being focused or directed, designers can use incandescent lamps of several types to define areas in the restaurant, highlight key functions (such as a food display or an open kitchen), emphasize textures on the walls or ceiling, and establish a mood. Pendants over individual dining tables can make each table feel intimate, while ceiling-mounted spotlights can be trained on menu boards, artwork, carving stations, or back bars to draw the guest's attention and add life to the dining room.

The availability of so-called full-spectrum light—intended to match daylight—has added another choice for restaurant designers. A popular choice for residential use, full-spectrum light is supposed to render colors so that they appear more natural and attractive, and some vendors assert that this form of light enhances people's mood, sharpens mental awareness, and even increases sales in retail environments, among other benefits. Lamps with a corrected color temperature of greater than 5000°K can be considered to be full-spectrum, although we know of no standard within the lighting industry for the color temperature of full-spectrum lamps. Full-spectrum lighting is available in both fluorescent and incandescent forms.

Most people recognize that fluorescent lights are more energy efficient than incandescent lamps. Moreover, full-spectrum lighting tends to have a shorter life than lamps with cooler corrected temperatures, making the full-spectrum light a more costly investment for the operator. Nevertheless, restaurateurs and designers may be attracted to incandescent, full-spectrum lighting because of its ability to render colors well or because of its claimed effects on customers. We examine the accuracy of these claims of behavioral effects, particularly in view of the higher price of full-spectrum lighting.

Research on Lighting

Recently, researchers have examined how atmospheric elements in the service environment affect customers. Most of these studies have focused on manipulating music or scent, and sometimes music and scent in combination. These two atmospheric elements are relatively easy to adjust. In most of these studies, modest but significant effects have been identified that appear to influence customer behavior.

Unlike music and scent, lighting in service environments has not been extensively studied despite being acknowledged as an important element of the consumer experience. Manipulating lighting in a real environment is more challenging than manipulating music or scent, and therefore many of the studies that involve lighting rely on adjusting light levels using existing fixtures or simply changing the brightness setting when showing videos of restaurants to participants. Some studies have examined the apparent color temperature of the lighting, finding that warm light encourages feelings of comfort, although this effect appears to vary by gender.

---

3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
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Many studies have been done using daylight or natural light, determining that daylight appears to have significant effects on people, such as reduced agitation in Alzheimer’s patients, improved healing after surgery, and increased purchasing in a discount store. Studies have found that warm-color lighting influences mood and is preferred for residential and other casual settings. This appears to have some basis in human biology: humans have photoreceptors that are sensitive to the chromatic character of light, exhibiting increased arousal under bluish (or “cooler”) light and reduced arousal in warmer (reddish) light.

There have been many claims regarding the effects of full-spectrum fluorescent lighting in office settings, including improvements in task performance, visual acuity, and sense of well-being. However, independent research into the effects of full-spectrum lighting on health, mood, and productivity has found inconsistent results. Some studies indicate that full-spectrum light has such favorable effects, while others found no significant evidence. We could find only a single proprietary study performed by a consultant to a lighting system manufacturer that offered evidence of positive effects of a dynamic full-spectrum lighting system on duration, mood, and customer attitudes in a retail environment.

We have found little published research examining the influence of lighting in restaurants. A few authors have made connections between lighting and food consumption habits, but there is little agreement in the few studies done of dining under different lighting conditions. Only one study appears to present any evidence of changes in lighting’s effect on diners. In that one, Sommer found that bar patrons had shorter lengths of stay and consumed fewer drinks in brightly lit environments.

Certainly one goal of restaurant lighting is to create an attractive, pleasant setting for a meal. Pleasure has been linked with spending behavior and restaurant preference, which are mediated by emotions that can be influenced by lighting’s character. So it might be surmised that pleasing lighting may encourage higher spending that is motivated by people’s favorable emotional response to the environment. Light—both in terms of its color and its brightness—has also been shown to influence arousal, which in turn affects consumer behavior. However, arousal in a restaurant setting must be considered carefully; diners have different preferred levels of arousal depending on the desired

We developed four hypotheses about how full-spectrum lighting might influence dining patrons’ behavior, based on findings from the lighting and consumer behavior literature. In general, we hypothesized that full-spectrum incandescent lighting (cooler light) would shorten dining duration, while regular incandescent lighting (warmer light) would lengthen it. This is consistent with research which suggests that more arousing environments result in faster dining speed. We also hypothesized that a more arousing environment such as that generated by cooler light would increase spending, whereas warmer light would result in lower spending.


To base our study on objective observation, we purposefully did not examine guests’ preferences regarding lighting, nor did we ask for self-reports regarding responses to lighting conditions. We did not want the possibility of influencing diners’ behavior by calling attention to the lighting with a questionnaire. Another reason for limiting the study to observed behavior was to align the study with actual actions rather than with perceptions. However, we were careful to keep the lighting we tested consistent with the concept of the restaurant and realistic for a dining operation.

For the test, we altered lighting conditions in a full-service, casual dining restaurant in upstate New York. The facility has two distinct dining environments: a 30-seat main dining room with windows on one side of the space, and a secondary 36-seat dining space with expansive windows on two sides. (The restaurant also has a separate bar area, which was not examined in our study.) Because the windows in the main dining room were flanked by heavy window treatments and only a small proportion of the wall space admitted natural light, we elected to change the lighting only in the main dining room. This allowed us to use the secondary dining room as a comparison for control purposes. We also collected data only during the evening, when lighting conditions in both dining rooms were least likely to be affected by daylight. Thus, we were able to control the light conditions relatively closely without disturbing patrons’ typical dining experience.

Existing lighting in the main dining room consisted of three ceiling-mounted pendants, clustered in groups of three, mounted at between 79” and 81” above the floor. Each fixture held a single 25-watt amber-colored incandescent “chandelier-style” lamp, shielded by a handmade shade of wire and glass beads. In addition to the three pendant fixtures, the main dining room had five ceiling-mounted spotlights, each with a 75-watt halogen lamp mounted 89” above the floor. These fixtures were track-mounted and could be aimed in any direction, but were positioned to illuminate circulation routes and to provide focus lighting on wall-mounted menu blackboards. Finally, the space included four wall-mounted sconces, each with a 25-watt incandescent chandelier lamp similar to that used by the pendants, and shielded in the same manner. The sconces were wired to a single circuit with a simple on-off switch, while the pendants and ceiling-mounted fixtures were wired together on a single 40-amp circuit with a dimmer switch. A reflected ceiling plan of the main dining room is shown in Exhibit 1.

The room had no other lighting, although some light from the service areas and the open kitchen at the rear of the room could be seen in the dining area. This light was not strong and we didn’t feel it would influence the dining experience in the main dining room. The light fixtures and their placement in the secondary dining room were similar, allowing it to serve as a good basis for comparison.

We conducted two light manipulations over a seven-week period, as described below. In each study period, measurements of light levels were taken with a photographer’s light meter at the start of the study period and on two other evening occasions during each phase of the study to ensure consistency across lighting conditions. Tables throughout the restaurant were identified by number in the point-of-sale system, allowing us to collect sales and duration data by date and table type. Thus, we could compare each table with similar tables in the other dining room. This allowed us to control for variations in customer behavior that may have occurred due to day of the week, weather conditions, menu specials, and other factors that would be consistent for all parts of the restaurant. We also collected point-of-sale data for a representative four-week period prior to the study period so that typical spending and duration behavior for each dining room could be assessed.

We studied the effects of three lighting conditions: existing lighting conditions (the “baseline”); a “pendants-only” condition, in which we installed full-spectrum chandelier lamps in the sconces and pendant lights only, but left the regular incandescent track lights untouched; and an “all lighting” condition in which we used full-spectrum lamps in all of the fixtures in the main dining room. Because of the limited availability of full-spectrum lamps that would fit the restaurant’s existing fixtures, the experimental lamps burned at a slightly higher wattage than the baseline lamps did. To fix that, we adjusted the dimmer switch to compensate and conducted the periodic checks with the light meter to ensure that the light levels were consistent across the three lighting conditions. The shift manager was made aware of the importance of maintaining consistent light levels during data collection periods, but the restaurant’s other employees were not informed that a study was taking place. In all other respects, the restaurant operated in its usual fashion.

Because the POS system’s reporting functions were not able to provide party-size data for each transaction, we analyzed only two-top tables. This gave us a reliable calculation of party size (two), because this restaurant seated singletons in the bar area. Dining duration was measured as the elapsed time from the opening of a table’s check to the closing of that check as recorded in the POS. This measure of duration, while imperfect, has proved to be a reliable method of collecting duration data for large sample sizes. Spending was measured as the total value of each party’s check divided by the number of seats at the table. Lastly, we created a com-

---

consistent significant differences, regardless of the lighting condition. Diners both stayed longer and spent more money in the secondary dining room than they did in the main dining room. (For confirmation, POS data from this restaurant collected for an earlier study was evaluated, and this pattern of duration and spending across the two dining areas was found in that study as well.) We could not determine why this might be the case. The dining rooms have identical menus and operating hours, as well as similar décor, table spacing, and layout. The chief difference is that the secondary dining room has many more windows than the main dining room has. We believe that this factor deserves further study, but we cannot see how this affects our study because light from the exterior was kept to a minimum by collecting data only at night. Despite the stronger performance in the secondary dining room in all conditions, this room still serves as a useful control, as the degree of variation for each lighting condition can still be compared between the two dining rooms.

The average check in the main dining room was significantly lower in the all-fixtures lighting condition than it was in the baseline condition, but in all other cases, there was no significant difference in spending, duration, or spending per minute in the three different lighting conditions in the main dining room.

In fact, we recorded declines in spending per minute across all three lighting conditions in both dining areas (see Exhibit 4). Controlling for server, day of the week, and table location within each dining room did not change our results.

It was possible that normal variations in spending and duration behavior from day to day masked any modest effects of lighting condition. So, we prepared an additional analysis of average check and duration in each dining room for each day of our study. For this analysis, the data collec-

---

**Exhibit 2**

Sample sizes by lighting condition and dining area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lighting condition</th>
<th>Main dining room (experimental space)</th>
<th>Secondary dining room (control)</th>
<th>Total observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pendants only</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All fixtures</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>1,105</td>
<td>1,767</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

tion period ran from September 23, 2006, to December 8, 2006, resulting in 87 days of observations. Although the restaurant operated every day during the study period, special dates such as Halloween and Thanksgiving had distinctive customer profiles. Moreover, on a few days, private parties had exclusive use of the secondary dining room, and so we removed these dates from the analysis. Statistical analysis that compared the differences in average check and duration between each dining area for each day of the study once again indicated that there was no significant difference across the different lighting conditions.

Discussion

These analyses together appear to indicate that the provision of full-spectrum lighting in the main dining room had no significant effect on check averages or meal duration. There was one small but significant reduction in mean average check between normal conditions and the all-full-spectrum lighting condition in the dining room we tested, but this was the only significant effect observed. Duration remained statistically consistent across all three lighting conditions in this space, as did spending per minute.

While it may be tempting to attribute the decrease in average check to the switch to full-spectrum lighting, a closer look at the data shows that there was a modest reduction in average check in both the main dining room and secondary dining room as the experiment went on. The fact that this change occurred in the dining room in which the lights were not manipulated as well as in the one where we changed the lighting indicates that some factor or factors other than the full-spectrum lighting are influencing spending. It is possible that the change in the seasons may be affecting average check, given the approaching December holidays. Also, students make up a significant portion of this restaurant’s clientele, and student bank balances are quite possibly depleted at the end of the term. Whatever the explanation for this small decline in guest spending, it cannot be attributed to the provision of full-spectrum lighting.

Duration stayed roughly the same in the main dining room, while it increased slightly in the secondary dining room over the course of the study. Again, this is unlikely to be a function of the lighting, as the change occurred in the room where the lighting was not manipulated. It is difficult to pinpoint what might be causing this longer duration in one part of the restaurant but not another, but it is possible that the restaurant’s practice of seating larger parties in the secondary dining room might have affected service to other tables in that dining room, including the two-tops we studied. Large parties become more common in December, and therefore the variations in service speed would be more marked during this period.

Other controllable aspects of the dining experience that can influence diners’ purchasing and table duration are differences between servers, days of the week, and the location of the table.30 We tested for the effects of these three factors, but we found no statistical support for any of them as contributing to the spending and duration variation we observed in the two rooms. Clearly, more study is needed.

Our finding that full-spectrum lighting had no effect on diners’ behavior is consistent with studies of full-spectrum fluorescent lighting performed in office environments. Notwithstanding manufacturers’ claims, several researchers have been unable to identify a significant effect of full-spectrum lighting on performance, mood, or health. We note that none of these studies was performed in a service setting.31

---

30 Ibid.
31 J.A. Veitch, “Revisiting the Performance and Mood Effects of Informa-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No manipulation</th>
<th>Pendant fixtures only</th>
<th>All fixtures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main dining room</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Check</td>
<td>$27.41 ($10.98)</td>
<td>$26.05 ($10.39)</td>
<td>$25.32 ($9.15)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>59 minutes :24</td>
<td>57.8 minutes :24</td>
<td>59.4 minutes :24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spend per Minute (SPM)</td>
<td>$0.99 ($0.37)</td>
<td>$0.95 ($0.36)</td>
<td>$0.93 ($0.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Dining Room</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Check</td>
<td>$32.86 ($17.27)</td>
<td>$33.30 ($16.33)</td>
<td>$31.22 ($16.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>61.2 minutes :18</td>
<td>62.5 minutes :24</td>
<td>66 minutes :24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spend per Minute (SPM)</td>
<td>$1.11 ($0.51)</td>
<td>$1.11 ($0.48)</td>
<td>$1.00 ($0.49)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant difference from baseline, p < .05.
Even though our experiment examined full-spectrum incandescent light rather than full-spectrum fluorescent lighting, the fact that a significant effect on users could not be identified strengthens the literature regarding the inability of full-spectrum lighting to influence behavior significantly in everyday settings.

**Implications for Managers**

This study fails to support the claims of some lighting manufacturers that full-spectrum lighting can influence consumers’ behavior. Equipping a restaurant dining room with full-spectrum lighting resulted in neither an increase in spending nor a change in the length of the meal. Although we did see some variation in spending and dining duration in the two dining rooms we tested for this study, it seems clear to us that these variations are due to effects other than the full-spectrum lighting.

Managers who are looking for ways to increase revenue by manipulating the dining environment often look to products like full-spectrum lighting which are promoted as being “better” for customers than regular lights. We see no such advantage, especially given that full-spectrum lighting is more costly to purchase, needs to be replaced more frequently, and is less efficient in terms of light output than regular incandescent light. Based on this study we must suggest that restaurant managers save their funds and stick to the familiar incandescent lamps when choosing or replacing bulbs in dining room fixtures.

It should be noted that we only tested incandescent lights in this study. Compact fluorescent light is a much more economical form of lighting and has attracted a great deal of attention because of its reduced energy costs compared to incandescent light. Governments are even exploring ways to legislate the use of compact fluorescent light as a way to combat global warming by cutting back on energy demands. The availability of compact fluorescent lamps that can fit in many common light fixtures has made them

---

an appealing choice financially, although many people are unhappy with the relatively flat light these lamps provide. High corrected color temperature options (over 5000°K) are available in compact fluorescent form, but they are often marketed under different proprietary brand names rather than as “full-spectrum.”

We did not examine compact fluorescent lighting in our study due to the limitations of the existing fixtures in the restaurant. Even though compact fluorescents are sold in a variety of shapes and sizes, they still have a comparatively massive base that does not fit every fixture. We could not find full-spectrum compact fluorescent lamps that would fit many of the fixtures in the dining room. But the fact that full-spectrum lighting did not appear to have any influence on dining duration or spending suggests that restaurant operators may want to choose the least expensive lamp option if moving choosing compact fluorescent lighting. In any event, we suggest being wary of claims that full-spectrum choices will be better for the operation. Of course, if the cooler light given off by full-spectrum lamps is preferred for aesthetic reasons, an operator might be able to justify their higher life cycle cost as a cost of the design. However, the visual effects of these lamps cannot be said to improve the restaurant’s bottom line in any significant way.

Limitations and Conclusion

Although this experiment examined consumers’ behavior in a field setting rather than in a laboratory, its real-world setting raises some important limitations. The concerns of the restaurant operator limited the study’s lighting manipulations to ones that would not substantially compromise the design intent of the restaurant. When seen side by side with normal incandescent light, most people see full-spectrum light as markedly different, but without such a reference, it may be that the dimmed full-spectrum incandescent light was too similar to regular incandescent light to have an effect on guests. Testing a variety of lighting types (e.g., full-spectrum and regular fluorescent; natural daylight) in a laboratory setting where conditions can be carefully controlled may result in a more significant finding regarding light’s effects.

Light levels, or brightness, also influence how people perceive lighting. In keeping with the restaurant operator’s wishes, we did not test different light levels in this study, even though earlier research in other types of environments suggests that brighter lighting may have a significant effect on arousal and, thus, duration and spending. Further studies should be performed in a restaurant setting where brightness can be tested.

We made every attempt to control external factors in the study, but it remains only a quasi-experiment due to the lack of random assignment of patrons to lighting conditions. We were also unable to control patrons’ demographics. Thus, lighting might have had a significant effect on a small subset of customers, but that may have been masked in the larger sample. Although the restaurant where the study took place is popular with a wide range of people, it seems not to appeal to old customers. Those people might be more sensitive to lighting than are young people, whether because of the physical changes in vision or long-established preferences. While lighting has been studied in nursing homes and other institutional settings with old individuals, it does not appear that any studies have looked at lighting in restaurants or other service environments in relation to customers’ age.

Last, the findings here represent results from a single restaurant operation. As with all research, replication in comparable settings may give us a better understanding of what influence, if any, that lighting has on restaurant patron spending and length of stay.

In summary, there appears to be little evidence that full-spectrum lighting makes any difference to diners’ purchases in a full-service restaurant. While much more needs to be done to determine what types of lighting are the best choice for a restaurant operator, this study suggests removing one family of options from consideration. The extra purchase cost and ongoing operational costs of full-spectrum lighting do not appear to be offset by any benefit in customer spending or duration.

33 M. LaGarce, op. cit.
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**GENERAL MANAGERS PROGRAM**
Tackle strategic hotel management issues and find relevant, specific solutions. Work with a global network of managers and top Cornell faculty in an intensive learning experience.

*Ten-day programs* in January and July at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York, and in July at Cornell Nanyang Institute in Singapore.

**ANHEUSER-BUSCH**

**PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM**
Study and share experiences with peers from around the world in these intensive hospitality-management seminars led by Cornell faculty and industry experts.

*Intensive three-day courses* in January and July at Cornell Nanyang Institute in Singapore, in June in Brussels, Belgium, and in June and July at Cornell University.

**ONLINE COURSES**
Available year-round, choose individual courses or combine courses to earn one of six Cornell Certificates. Interact with an expert instructor and a cohort of your peers to develop knowledge and to apply that knowledge in your organization.

**CONTRACT PROGRAMS**
Programs delivered by Cornell faculty for your company. Many hotel and food-service management topics are available, both “off the shelf” and custom developed for your needs and delivered to your management team on the Cornell campus or anywhere in the world.
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**www.hote lschool.cornell.edu/execed**

Complete program information and applications available online

Phone +1 607 255 4919 • E-mail: exec_ed_hotel@cornell.edu
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